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Agenda for this talk 

§ Part 1: ITA Overview 
– Brief overview of ITA research on network-centric technologies to 

support coalition operations 
– Overview of technical area “Distributed Coalition Information 

Processing for Decision Making” 
§ Part 2: Multi-Sensor Task Assignment 

– A hybrid knowledge-based / optimisation algorithm approach to 
assigning heterogeneous sensing assets to heterogeneous task types 

– Implementation by means of a distributed protocol and mobile devices 
§ Part 3: Opening-up Asset-Task Assignment using Controlled English 

– Using Controlled English (CE) as a human-readable and machine-
processable knowledge representation 

– Supporting asset sharing & integration of hard & soft sources using CE 
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US/UK International Technology Alliance in 
Network and Information Sciences (ITA) 

§  Formed in 2006 to tackle some of the most difficult fundamental science and technology 
challenges facing our armed forces.  

§  One of the first research consortia to be established under a 2002 Memorandum of 
Understanding between US and UK Governments to co-operate on defence research.  

§  Following a successful first 5-year phase, the ITA program started its second 5-year phase 
in 2011: focused on enabling the rapid and secure formation of ad hoc teams to enhance 
distributed, secure, and flexible decision- making for coalition operations. 
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Technical areas: 
•  TA5: Coalition Interoperable 

Secure & Hybrid Networks 
•  TA6: Distributed Coalition 

Information Processing for 
Decision Making  



LEADERSHIP 
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TA6: Distributed Coalition 
Information Processing for 

Decision Making 
 

§  A. Preece (Cardiff) 
§  D. Braines (IBM UK) 
§  T. Pham (ARL) 
§  G. Pearson (Dstl) 

Purpose 
Develop the fundamental  underpinnings 
for exploiting and managing an agile 
network of data and information sources 
for effective understanding and decision 
making across the coalition for dynamic 
complex problems 

Research focus has evolved from  
end-to-end sensor data information flow to coalition 

data-to-decisions  
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Distributed Coalition Information Processing 
for Decision Making (TA6) 

§ Transforming disparate data/information 
sources to knowledge and understanding 

§ Decision-making that is inside the 
enemy’s cycle whilst also controlling a 
mix of military force and concerted 
influence 

§ Available information in an 
understandable format at the time 
required to those who need it - 
augmenting cognitive performance and 
avoiding data deluge 

Coalition Needs 

§  P4: Shared Understanding and       
 Information Exploitation 

§  P5: Service Management in 
 Distributed Networks 

§  P6: Exploitation of Distributed, 
 Uncertain and Obfuscated 
 Information 

Projects 

Decision Makers in 
the network or at the 
edge of the network 
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Research Highlights (see www.usukitacs.com) 

Quality of Information (QoI) metrics for 
performance evaluation and design of sensor 
networks   

Assets-to-Missions Matching methods for 
management and tasking of assets to support 
multiple and concurrent coalition missions  

Agile & Distributed SOA techniques for 
networking/interoperability of disparate sensor assets, 
federating dynamic databases, and composition of 
services 

Human/machine Interaction & Shared 
Understanding  methods for facilitating 
collective cognition (despite culture differences), 
collaborative planning and decision making   

Network-enabled Agent-based methods for 
coalition planning, trust evaluation, and monitoring of 
team context 

  

Sensor Fabric Bus

US C2 UK C2

US FOB UK FOB
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P4:  Shared Understanding and  
Information Exploitation 

Advance our understanding of the 
factors that affect shared understanding 
and information exploitation in military 
coalition environments 

§  Need to understand how specific 
features of the coalition 
communication environment affect 
collective cognition 

§  Need to exploit large bodies of 
diverse, unstructured information 
content 

§  Need to support the optimal 
exploitation of information assets by 
matching assets with requirements 

§  Collective Cognition in Military 
Coalition Environments 

§  Improving Information 
Extraction through Controlled 
Language 

§  Matching Missions to Assets 
using Natural Language 

Coalition Needs 

Project Focus 
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P5: Service Management in  
Distributed Networks 

§  Rapid and flexible deployment on 
nodes in the field that meet 
performance requirements  

§  Robust operation of distributed 
services in hybrid networks 
operating in hostile environments 

§  Secure, efficient access to data in 
a coalition environment 

§  Service Management in 
Distributed Networks 

§  Policy Driven Dynamic Service 
Composition for Sensor Networks 

§  Efficient and Secure Access to 
Distributed Data as a Service  

Coalition Needs 

Project Focus 

Develop algorithms for distributed service 
composition, management of availability & 
performance, and secure access according 
to service requirements & policy 
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P6: Exploitation of Distributed, Uncertain 
and Obfuscated Information 

§ Making decisions using volumes 
of complex and uncertain data 
from distributed and disparate 
sources 

§ Sharing information and making 
decisions with such information 
across sources and consumers 
with varying trust, policies and 
constraints 

§ Balancing the need to know vs. 
the need to share 

§ Distributed information querying 
and discovery to support 
coalition decision making 

Coalition Needs 

Project Focus 

Develop rigorous methods for decision-
making and reasoning with uncertain & 
obfuscated information from diverse 
distributed sources 

Project Focus 
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TA6 Overview 

P5 

P6 

P4 
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ISR asset-task assignment in a coalition 
context 

§ Make best use of scarce sensing assets 
by considering all ways to achieve an ISR 
task 

“Locate high value targets in an area” 

§  imagery, acoustic, seismic…. 

§ Help users utilise all suitable and available 
assets across the coalition – without 
requiring them to have sensing expertise 

§ Be agile in the face of changing task 
requirements and available assets 

§  Sensor Web Enablement 
Sensor Planning Service (Open 
Geospatial Consortium) 

§  OntoSensor (U Memphis/
Purdue) 

§  Semantic Sensor Network WG 
(W3C) 

Knowledge-based approaches 

Users are decision 
makers in the network 
or at the edge of the 
network 



Scenario	


•  An already deployed network of sensors	


-  Support multiple tasks to be accomplished simultaneously	


TASK 8 
 

Monitor ���
 vehicle	

traffic	


TASK 7 
Monitor 	


vehicle traffic	


TASK 3 
 

Area ���
Surveillance���

	


TASK 5 
���

Monitor ���
weather	


TASK 1 
 

Injured 
people to 
identify	


TASK 6 
���

Identify���
evacuation ���

route	


TASK 2 
	


Area ���
Surveillance	


TASK 4 
 

Track 	

High 	


Value Target	


-  Sensors are scarce and in high demand.	


-  Highly dynamic (sensor failures, change of plan) ���
	




Multi-sensor task allocation	


•  Users on the field have usually no time and no expertise to manually decide the 

best sensors for each task. ���

	


•  We need to automatically allocate sensors to tasks to satisfy the information 

requirements of each user.	


Various problem settings but the fundamental question: ���

“Which sensor should be allocated to which task?”	


We call it the Multi-Sensor Task Allocation 

problem(MSTA) 	




Task-bundle-asset model	


‣  Difference with HOMOGENEOUS sensors: ���
Utilities of groups of sensors (BUNDLES) are more 

complex to compute.	


‣  We first need to group sensors into bundles, and then 

find the best assignment of bundles to tasks.	


‣  We consider the possibility of preempting sensors: 
reallocating them to more important tasks.	


‣  Goal: ���
Maximize profit (i.e. weighted utility) ���
and Minimize the reallocation cost.	
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Forward & Backward Chains 

•  Data-‐to-‐decision:	  a	  user	  needs	  to	  
make	  a	  decision	  based	  on	  ac2onable	  
informa2on	  from	  sensors	  &	  sources	  

•  Decision-‐to-‐data:	  a	  user	  needs	  to	  
determine	  what	  kinds	  of	  sensors	  &	  
sources	  will	  help	  them	  achieve	  their	  
intent,	  and	  thereby	  iden2fy	  suitable	  
assets	  

forward	  

backward	  



Walkthrough	  

ac2onable	  sensing	  

Sensor	  ontology	  +	  rules	  

2	  
Acous2c	  
Arrays	  

1	  UAV	  +	  
Camera	  

Bundle	  	  
types	  

Sensor	  bundle	  genera2on	  

A2	  A1	  
A1	   A3	  

A2	   A3	  

Sensor	  tasking	  &	  info	  delivery	  
	  
	  

U2	  

U1	  

U
2lity-‐based	  sensor	  alloca2on	  

0.8	  

0.6	  

0.7	  

0.5	  

0.6	  

Localize	  
SUV	  

Task	  

Sensor	  Web	  service	  

Illustrative overview	




Conceptual architecture	


KB	

Bundle Generator	


Allocation	

mechanism	


Sensor	

Network	


2 
Recommends  
fit-for-purpose bundles  
and computes utility. 

3 
Finds a solution to 
MSTA problem. 

4 
Configured accordingly 
and delivers data to user. 

1 
Mobile user 
creates a 
sensing task. 

•  Solve the MSTA problem step by step, by integrating a knowledge base module 
with an allocation mechanism. 	




Distributed system	


Allocation���
protocol ���
	


Sensor ���
Network���
	
 Allocation���

protocol ���
	


Allocation���
protocol ���
	


Allocation���
protocol ���
	


KB 	

Bundle 	


Generator ���
	


KB 	

Bundle 	


Generator ���
	


KB 	

Bundle 	


Generator ���
	


•  The KB bundle generator on the user device (prototype mobile app) 	


•  The allocation mechanism on the sensors & user device as a distributed protocol	


‣  Extended a pre-existent coalition formation protocol to deal with dynamic environment.	




KB bundle generator	


•  MSTA in Heterogeneous sensor networks requires knowledge of ���

which sensor types are applicable to which kinds of task. ���

	


•  Two issues:	


(1)  Can a type of sensor (or combination) satisfy a task type?	


(2)  How well a particular sensor instance might perform?���

	


•  Addressing these issues requires knowledge from literature, which we encode in a ���

Knowledge Base (KB).	


•  The KB stores:	


(1)  each type of sensor (or combination) that can theoretically satisfy the task	


(2)  a joint utility function to estimate the utility of sensor instances for that task	


KB 	

Bundle 	


Generator	




Missions & Means Framework	

KB 	


Bundle 	

Generator	




Framework ontology	

KB 	


Bundle 	

Generator	




Reasoning procedure	

KB 	


Bundle 	

Generator	


Task Type	


Capabilities	

Required	


Joint Utility 
Function	
Bundle Type	


Using sensor & task ontologies 
& OWL reasoner. 

Sensor types to 
choose. 

= Recommendations	


Localize vehicle	


1)  Acoustic intelligence	

2) Imagery intelligence	


BT1 =  {AcousticArray}	

BT2 =  {UAV, Camera}	


JUF1 = 2D-Localization	

JUF2 = Detection Probability	


compatible? 

(BT1, JUF1), (BT1, JUF2), (BT2, JUF2)	


Which functions can 
be used to estimate 
the performances? 

Allocation flexibility 



Lightweight KB	


KB 	

Bundle 	


Generator	


•  Precompute the results of the reasoner and store them���
in a look-up table	


•  Task types and sensor types are “stable”	


•  Reasoning operations are much less expensive	


Task Type	
 Recommendation	


1	
 (BT1 + JUF1) 	


1	
 (BT2 + JUF1)	


1	
 (BT2 + JUF2)	


2	
 (BT3 + JUF1)	


2	
 (BT2 + JUF1)	


2	
 (BT2 + JUF2)	


...	
 ...	


N	
 (BT5 + JUM1)	


•  The original implementation of the 
reasoning process is computationally 
expensive	


‣  The reasoner uses an exponential-time 
classifier.	


‣  On a mobile device is not 
recommended. ���
	




Allocation protocol	


•  Our protocol consists of mainly 2 stages: Initial negotiation and Bundle formation. ���

	


Allocation	

protocol	


Initial negotiation:  	


(1)  The user creates a task in a location (x, y)	


(2) Mobile devs query sensors in the vicinity.	


(3) Using the KB bundle generator, ���

     the device creates a bid for a sensor bundle ���

     which optimally satisfies the sensing task. 	


(5) Bid propagated to all sensors in the bundle. 	




Allocation protocol (2)	


Bundle formation:   The sensors decide the most profitable sensor bundle to join.	


We allow preemption of already allocated sensors and a rebidding mechanism.	


Allocation	

protocol	


Bundle formation:	


(1)  Each sensor keeps a list of bids.	


(2)  A sensor sends an ACCEPT to other sensors ���

in the bid it can contribute the most (i.e. larger eij/|Bk|).	


(3)  If sensor receives ACCEPTs from all sensors in bundle, ���

it sends a CLEARED to all bid neighbours. ���

The sensor starts serving the task notifying the user.	


(4)  A sensor receiving a CLEARED deletes the bids involving the 

sender sensor.  It stops when clears a bid or list is empty.	


(5) User device can rebid until a convergence timeout ���

to satisfy the task expires.	


	




Allocation protocol	


‣  Allocation quality improves using our extended protocol:	


•  Compared with the original and 2 other versions	


‣  We ran simulations implemented our extended protocol:	


•  250 Static sensors of different types (already deployed).	


•  50 Mobile users on the field.	


•  Task generated with uniform random distribution.	


•  The distributed protocol is scalable.	


To prove it we increase linearly task arrival rate:	


‣  Allocation quality decreases sub-linearly	


‣  # Messages exchanged grows linearly	




Lightweight KB (mobile app)	


•  Deployed as an app on iPod Touch 2nd Gen, implemented as a relationship 
table in the db.	


• We consider a Synthetic KB (synthetically generated data) and a Prototype KB 

(real knowledge from literature)	


•  Storage space grows linearly.	


•  Prototype KB: ���
4424 task types & 5 (BT+JUM) per task���

~ 12 MB of storage required,  ���
~ 20 ms of query time.	


•  Query time increases logarithmically:	


‣  Due to DB used in iOS (SQLite)	


‣  Performs a binary search O(log(n))	




Summary & ongoing work	

‣  We formalized MSTA in heterogeneous sensor networks. 	


‣  We proposed a novel distributed architecture which integrates a knowledge 
base with an allocation protocol, providing flexibility in the choice of sensors.	


‣  We implemented a prototype app to show feasibility of knowledge-based sensor-task 
matching on the mobile device.	


Ongoing work:	


‣  How to integrate data delivery/dissemination mechanisms in our architecture 
include bandwidth constraints in the allocation protocol.	


‣  Specify task requirements at a higher level / consider collections of tasks to perform a 
“mission”.	


‣  Information sharing impact on the overall task allocation (i.e. joining tasks) ���
	




Agenda for this talk 
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§ Part 1: ITA Overview 
– Brief overview of ITA research on network-centric technologies to 

support coalition operations 
– Overview of technical area “Distributed Coalition Information 

Processing for Decision Making” 
§ Part 2: Multi-Sensor Task Assignment 

– A hybrid knowledge-based / optimisation algorithm approach to 
assigning heterogeneous sensing assets to heterogeneous task types 

– Implementation by means of a distributed protocol and mobile devices 
§ Part 3: Opening-up Asset-Task Assignment using Controlled English 

– Using Controlled English (CE) as a human-readable and machine-
processable knowledge representation 

– Supporting asset sharing & integration of hard & soft sources using CE 
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A new approach using Controlled Natural 
Language (Controlled English) 

Controlled Natural Language 
 

§ A subset of a natural language with 
restricted syntax and vocabulary. 

§ Used to provide an information 
representation that is easily machine 
processable while also being more 
human-friendly. 

Research questions 
 

§ Can our MMF-based knowledge base 
be expressed in ITA Controlled English 
(CE), with no loss of power to support 
automated asset-task allocation? 

§ How can a CE-based representation of 
tasks and their resourcing be used to 
create a human-understandable tool to 
promote task sharing among users? 

§ CE “opens up” the ISTAR asset 
management system, making it easer for 
users to identify and understand 
collection options and available sources. 

§ CE offers flexibility in human-in-the-loop 
processes: humans are sources of 
knowledge and information. 

Coalition benefits 



Reformulating the MMF-based ontology in  
ITA Controlled English 

conceptualise a ~ capability ~ C. 
 

conceptualise the mission M 
  ~ comprises ~ the operation O. 
 

conceptualise the operation O 
  ~ comprises ~ the task T. 
 

conceptualise the task T 
  ~ requires ~ the capability C. 
 

conceptualise the asset type A 
  ~ is rated as ~ the NIIRS rating R and 
  ~ provides ~ the capability C. 
 

conceptualise a ~ system type ~ S that 
  is an asset type. 
 

conceptualise a ~ sensor type ~ S that 
  is a system type. 

conceptualise a ~ platform type ~ P that 
  is an asset type. 
 

conceptualise the platform type P 
  ~ mounts ~ the system type S. 
 

conceptualise a ~ UAV ~ U that is a 
platform type. 
 

conceptualise a ~ MALE UAV ~ M that 
is an UAV. 
Note: MALE = Medium Altitude, Long 
Endurance. 
 

conceptualise a ~ Predator A ~ P that is 
a MALE UAV. 
 

conceptualise an ~ EO camera ~ E that 
is a sensor type. 
Note: EO = Electro-optical. 
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Controlled English model 
and ‘prototypical’ instances 

pla$orm(
type(

is(a(

UAV(

is(a(

MALE(
UAV(

is(a(

system(
type(

is(a(

capability(
provides(

mounts(

sensor(
type(

is(a(

EO(
camera(

is(a(

Predator(
A(

is(a(

NIIRS(
ra@ng(

asset(
type( is(rated(as(

‘Prototype’ instances 
 
there is an EO camera named 
'EO camera sensor type' that 
provides the capability 'visible 
sensing'. 
 
there is a Predator A named 
'Predator A platform type' 
that mounts the sensor type 
'EO camera sensor type’ and  
is rated as the NIIRS rating 
'visible NIIRS rating 6’. 
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Associating tasks with asset bundles 

Model 
 

conceptualise the task T 
  ~ requires ~ the intelligence capability IC and 
  ~ is looking for ~ the detectable thing DT and 
  ~ operates in ~ the spatial area SA and 
  ~ operates during ~ the time period TP and 
  ~ is ranked with ~ the task priority PR. 

 
conceptualise the assignment template AT 
  ~ fulfills ~ the intelligence capability IC and 
  ~ is looking for ~ the detectable thing DT and 
  ~ can be satisfied by ~ the bundle type BT and 
  ~ is ranked by ~ the utility function UF. 
   
 

conceptualise the bundle type BT 
  ~ is deployed on ~ the platform type P and 
  ~ uses ~ the sensor type S. 
 
 
 

Sample instances 
 

there is a task named t1265 that 
  requires the intelligence capability detect and 
  is looking for the detectable thing  
    'wheeled vehicle' and 
  operates in the spatial area r942 and 
  operates during the time period t1789 and 
  is ranked with the task priority medium. 
 

there is an assignment template named at349 that 
  fulfills the intelligence capability identify and 
  is looking for the detectable thing  
    'wheeled vehicle' and 
  can be satisfied by the bundle type bt312 and 
  is ranked by the utility function CDP. 
 

there is a bundle type named bt312 that 
  is deployed on the platform type  
    'Predator A platform type' and 
  uses the sensor type 'EO camera sensor type'. 
 



Task-assignment-bundle model 

conceptualise an ~ assignment ~ A that 
  has the task T as ~ task ~ and 
  has the bundle B as ~ bundle ~ and 
  has the value US as ~ utility score ~. 
 

task%

intelligence%
capability%

assignment%
has%

assignment%
template%

uses%

bundle%
has%

bundle%type%

conforms%
to%%

detectable%
thing%

fulfills%

requires%

is%
looking%%

for%

is%looking%for% pla8orm%
type%

sensor%
type%

is%deployed%
on%%

uses%

can%be%
sa9sfied%
by%

conceptualise the assignment A 
  ~ uses ~ the assignment template AT. 
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Associating assignments with users 

Model 
 

conceptualise a ~ user ~ U. 
 
conceptualise a ~ coalition partner ~ CP. 
 
conceptualise the assignment A 
  ~ is provided by ~  
    the coalition partner CP and   
  ~ is owned by ~ the user UO and 
  ~ is joined by ~ the user UJ. 
 
 

Sample instances 
 

there is an assignment named a43288 that 
  has the task t1265 as task and 
  has the bundle b17352 as bundle and 
  has '0.7' as utility score and 
  uses the assignment template at349. 
     
there is a bundle named b17352 that 
  conforms to the bundle type bt312. 
 
the assignment a43288 
  is provided by the country UK and   
  is owned by the user Sue41 and 
  is joined by the user Bill356 and 
  is joined by the user Tommy9 and 
  is joined by the user Zack99. 
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Concept illustration via mobile apps 

Aims of original smartphone app 
 

§ Allow a user to create an ISR task in an 
area-of-interest, by means of a convenient 
user interface, and submit the task for 
asset assignment. 

§ Achieve separation between what 
information the user requires and how the 
information is obtained. 

!

Aims of enhanced tablet app 
 

§ Allow a user to view all tasks with assigned 
assets in an area of interest (subject to 
access policies).  

§ Allow the sharing of tasks among users 
(again, subject to access policies). 
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Tablet-based app: task panel 
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Tablet-based app: task editing panel 
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Tablet-based app: task assignment panel 
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Summary & next steps 

§ Our apps demonstrate how a multi-
modal interface can be driven by 
underlying CE-based information.  

§  If a user wishes to go outside the 
designed scope of the apps they can 
contribute CE sentences if required. 

§ We believe that the current form of 
ITA CE appeals to non-technical 
users. 

!

Next: 
§  Invest further in refinement of the 

syntax and increased expressivity.  
§ Explore opportunity for “local 

knowledge” to be added (new facts, 
model refinements/extensions). 

§ Evaluate as piece of end-to-end 
experimentation. 
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Information Extraction from Soft Sources 
via CE 

§  ITA partners are experimenting with 
CE for information extraction from 
‘soft’ sources. 

§ Example HUMINT message:  
BCT patrol in South Baghdad 
discovers a bomb-making facility 
on Hilla Road.  

§ Represented as the CE sentences: 
the patrol unit ‘BCT patrol' finds 
the facility p6 and is located in the 
place ‘South Baghdad' and is a 
NATO military unit. 
the facility p6 makes the device 
bomb and is located on the road 
‘Hilla Road’. 

Enables automation of DCPD loop: 
§ Collection of data from soft sources. 
§ Processing (fusion) of soft+hard data. 
§ Dissemination in CE. 
§ Automated or human-mediated 

generation of new ISR tasks 
(Direction).  

Direc&on)

Collec&on)

Processing)

Dissemina&on)



Scenario-driven 
walkthrough 
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Human Analyst

Black saloon car 
stopped at junction

Black saloon car
meets red SUV

Black saloon car 
reported

Notification

Black saloon car 
is associated with HVTAutomatic Fusion

Semi-Automatic 
Fusion

Black saloon car
proceeds South

Red SUV 
proceeds East

Red SUV 
is associated with HVT

Road Cameras to track
Red SUV

Automatic 
Asset Allocation

UAV to track 
Black saloon car

Automatic 
Asset Allocation

UAV to track 
Black saloon in North rd

Confirmation?

Validated via scenario-based 
walkthrough 
§  Intent is surveillance of high-value target.  
§  Covers all stages of DCPD loop in terms of 

coordinated human-machine working. 
§  Features automatic asset allocation using 

CE-based reasoning and optimisation alg. 
§  Supports automatic & semi-automatic 

fusion of information from hard & soft srcs.  



Future work: 

§  “Conversational” interaction 
to allow users to explore 
choices/constraints 

§ Allow contribution of “local” 
knowledge by users in CE 

§ Richer (higher-level) 
representation of decision 
intent 

Summary & future work 
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Modeling ISR assets and users’ intent in 
Controlled English, together with an 
optimisation algorithm for asset 
allocation, opens up a space of options for 
more flexible, rapid, and agile assignment 
of ISR assets to users’ intent. 

ITA Peer Review, Sept. 2012 
Results offer a more flexible, agile way to assign assets to meet users’ intent, where 

human(s) and machine(s) work together using shared models and a common language.  

Concept-of-
use mobile app 

Optimisation 
algorithm 

CE 
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